RIDER BIOMECHANICS

Set yourself straight
A rider’s asymmetry has a big impact
on the horse’s way of going, but
we can usually retrain our bodies
to resolve the problem and boost
our performance. Martha Terry
checks out a biomechanics
assessment to find out how
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‘If you correct the rider,
the horse goes better’:
ensuring you sit straight
and balanced in the
saddle will pay dividends

I

F riders had a penny for every time a
non-rider told us “the horse does all
the work”, our piggy banks would be
overflowing. In fact, our influence is
monumental, not in seeing strides or
riding piaffes, but simply in the way we sit.
Anyone who’s had a lesson with Pippa
Funnell’s trainer Ruth McMullen will have had
the importance of rider straightness drummed
into them.
“If the horse isn’t straight, it’s more often
the rider’s fault,” says Ruth. “Not many riders
are perfectly straight. Yes, horses can be
dominant on one side, too, but look at yourself
first. Your balance and straightness must be a
help not a hindrance, as your weight strongly
influences the muscles of the horse’s spine.
“So many riders say their horse won’t bend,
but it’s because the rider is stronger on one side
and won’t allow the horse to bend the other
way. Their dominant side does all the work,
while their weaker side has a lighter seatbone
and an ineffectual leg. The horse hasn’t a
chance of bending correctly if you’re blocking
with the dominant leg and not using the other.”
Physiotherapist Sarah Claridge, who runs
ridden biomechanics assessments to help
riders work on their symmetry, likens us to “a
rucksack on the horse’s back”.
“They have to compensate for the weight if
we are lopsided,” she says. “A rider can make
the horse’s job so much easier. If you correct
the rider, the horse goes better.”
Sarah says many riders call the physio only
when they are in pain. This is often a result of
being one-sided.
“Some muscles compensate and do
overtime, other muscles are lazy, but when
it gets to a certain stage, the muscles are
overtired and there is pain, and this affects the
way the horse goes,” she says. “To get better —
straighter — you need to stop using your tricks
and improve the bits that are weak.”
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T Sarah’s biomechanics clinics, the
rider wears a Visualise training jacket.
It has vertical and horizontal stripes,
which make it easier to see how much the rider
is tipping or collapsing, so she can decide what

Activating the correct muscles before riding
can help improve your overall position

Biomechanic exercises
1) PRE-RIDE ACTIVATION: THE THERABAND LOOP MARCH

PLACE a medium/heavy Theraband around the balls of your feet and stand with your feet
hips-width apart. March with your knees up to hip height (as photographed bottom left). Do
not bring your knees or feet too close together and keep your toes, heels and knees pointing
forwards. Repeat for one to three minutes before you get on board your horse.
This exercise wakes up the hip and other pelvic muscles, which should be strong but
supple at the same time while riding — these are key for performing a leg aid such as canter
strike-off, leg-yield, shoulder-in and travers. The lateral and oblique slings help keep the rider
straight in the saddle. If these are weak, riders will commonly collapse through one side of the
waist, rotate through their shoulder and trunk, and thus rotate through the pelvis. This can
lead to uneven weight-bearing through the seatbones, and potentially uneven rein contact.

2) AT HOME: THE WEIGHTED HULA HOOP

STAND in a split lunge position and transfer your weight
forwards and backwards, the pelvis facing forwards as
you circle the hoop. This is a great exercise for
training the canter work. For canter you need
to be able to maintain self-carriage from
the waist upwards, while being flexible
and supple in your lower back, pelvis
and hips to absorb and follow the horse’s canter motion. If a
rider is too strong and rigid in their back and pelvis, this will
block the movement and lead to discomfort for both horse
and rider, possibly bouncing the rider out
of the saddle.
The lead leg represents the canter lead they would be
on — for example, right leg in front is right canter lead —
so it’s important to do on both legs. Besides working on a
functional movement of the back and pelvis, this exercise
works your abdominal and deep spinal muscles.

3) ACTIVATION AND STRENGTH:
THE WARRIOR SQUAT

STAND with your feet hips-width apart. Take a big step back with
one foot. Rotate your hips so they keep facing straight forward over
your front foot. Bend your front knee, but no further than your toes,
keeping all the weight on the front leg. Lift your arms up over your head,
creating a straight line from your hands via your back legs to your foot.
Press your shoulder blades down while keeping your head between your arms. Maintain
this position while you bend your back knee up and forwards, then straighten and extend
your hip and knee.
This works the hip and pelvic stabilising muscles, which are key for straightness in the
saddle. It can be used as an activation exercise before riding if done for 12-15 times each side.
It will also strengthen and build endurance of the muscle when repeated 20-40 times.

to work on (see box, p26). However, there are
plenty of other telltale signs.
“The large buttock muscle helps to
generate the rider’s rise in trot, and if they are
uneven you will often see more rise from one
hip,” Sarah explains. “Also, riders will often
compensate for weakness around their hip
by straightening their arms, carrying hands
low and rotating wrists inwards. This allows
them to fix their upper body, thus providing
more stability for them around the lower back.
However, this can lead to the rider blocking
some of the horse’s natural freedom and paces.”
Ruth can spot immediately if a rider isn’t
straight.
“The hips aren’t level, which means the

hands aren’t level. The weight in the hips and
shoulders is down, which means the dominant
hand is also lower. But it’s easy to correct, and
the results should be instant when your weight
is evenly distributed,” she encourages, insisting
the problem is corrected in walk.
Another helpful method Ruth suggests is
the “stick exercise”.
“Put your stick like a bridge between your
two hands,” says Ruth. “You’ll soon see if the
stick isn’t level, especially when you’re turning.
Learn to relax your strong leg, and have the
weight equal in both heels, so that bossy side
isn’t dominating.”
Besides seeing an osteopath or physio, Ruth
recommends Pilates, and doing yard chores
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such as sweeping and carrying buckets with
the non-dominant hand to even them out.
Sarah says riders can do plenty of work
at home to strengthen the weaker areas, and
just before mounting to activate (wake up) the
correct muscles for riding (see box, p25).
One of her clients, dressage rider Laragh
Broderick, who competes at international
small tour level for Ireland, has benefited
hugely from biomechanics assessments.
“When I stepped up to advanced level I
was curious about why I found riding certain
movements easier to the left than the right,”
says Laragh, who also suffered from back pain.
“A biomechanics session showed I was stronger
one side, and Sarah gave me appropriate
exercises to work on. It made me immediately
more conscious of this when I rode, increasing
my body awareness. If you correct yourself
and focus on your position and aids, the horse
responds positively without you thinking of
how to correct the horse.
“I’m now able to focus on riding for
quality instead of trying to contort my body
desperately towards a marker.”
This is the time of year when riders set
goals for the approaching season. If our New
Year’s resolution is simply to sit straight, we
may find many of them easier to achieve. H&H

Bands are useful for helping riders to tune in to their weaknesses besides improving strength

The biomechanics session
SARAH CLARIDGE, of Meadow Physio and Pilates, works in tandem
with dressage rider and trainer Millie McBride.
“I’m the physio eyes, whereas Millie looks at how the horse goes,”
says Sarah. “As I work on the rider, the horse should start going better.”
H&H website editor Carol Phillips is riding her horse Dennis, a
17-year-old ex-racehorse who is now focusing on dressage after a
tendon injury. Carol admits: “I’m not at all tuned in to my own body
because I’m so focused on what he is doing.”
First, Sarah checks out Carol’s gloves and boots: “If there is uneven
wear, that’s useful background information for me,” she says.
Carol is wearing a fluorescent-striped Visualise jacket, and puts
Dennis through all his paces as Sarah and Millie assess the pair.
Although Dennis is going sweetly enough, the jacket leaves Carol no
place to hide whenever she is not sitting exactly straight, and Dennis is
unsteady in the contact especially in canter and lateral work.
“I’m looking at the pelvic swing, collapsing in the waist, shoulder
levels, distance from the elbow to the body, and the leg position and
stability,” says Sarah. “Carol’s left-hand fingers are opening, she’s
collapsing to the left and rotating her shoulders to the left. And in
canter, her left hip is not allowing her to move.”
Carol dismounts so Sarah can assess her “functionally” — how her
joints and muscles work. She runs through various tests, incorporating
Thomas Equestrian Symmetry Types and Tests (TESTT), created
by Andy Thomas, former lead practitioner for human science and
sports medicine at the British Equestrian Federation. This involves
Carol standing up, or sitting and lying on the physio’s bed, with Sarah
providing resistance as Carol pushes, pulls, bends and lifts her limbs.
All of this reinforces what Carol’s ridden work indicated, that she is
tighter on her left-hand side.
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“Carol is weak in the muscles of her left hip/buttock (lateral sling)
and the cross-diagonal muscles of the inner thigh to opposite outer
stomach muscles (anterior oblique slings), which is common in riders
and makes it hard to give effective left-leg aids while staying straight
and balanced in the saddle,” Sarah says.
After Sarah has done some physiotherapy on Carol to loosen her
up (pictured, left), Carol performs several activation exercises, such
as marching with a Theraband loop round her feet causing resistance,
to activate the hip and pelvic stabilising muscles, predominantly her
outside hip (gluteus medius of the lateral sling).
By the time Carol returns to Dennis’ saddle for the final assessment,
she says she “already feels more connected”. Sarah attaches long
rubber bands over her shoulders diagonally down to her feet (pictured,
above) to activate the oblique slings, firing up the muscle groups that
keep her straight. She is also holding a small ball in between her elbow
and waist on both sides, to prevent her compensating by sticking her
elbows out. Looped round her wrists is another band (pictured, above),
to prevent her rotating her wrists.
“This helps her to be still in her hands, stop the compensating
muscles and therefore use her core and seat more,” explains Sarah.
Carol may look trussed up in rubber bands, but the fluorescent lines
are straight and Dennis is in tune. He goes like a dream — soft and in
a steady contact. Carol has homework to do, but in one session, she
already knows the feel she’s aiming for.

